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Introduction
The region of Gold Coast & Brisbane has a vast array of historic stories hidden in the surrounding
islands. Their location means that over the last couple of centuries they have seen wars, European
settlement, and generally watched the two cities evolve into some of the biggest cities in the country
and even the world.
A lot of the area is protected as environmentally significant habitats & heritage listed sites which is
why the area has remained an idyllic spot for locals and tourists alike. The 3 major islands; Bribie,
Moreton & Stradbroke island protect the bay from the harsh Pacific Ocean swells, giving gorgeous,
flat blue waters for boaties to enjoy. It is this gorgeous, protected water that led us in to hiring out
performance boats capable of exploring these islands and taking groups on tours to share the
outstanding beauty and history behind them.

Chevron Island
Co-ordinates: -27.997334, 153.419869
Access: Car. Boat - closest ramp at Budd’s beach. Closest public pontoon - Caville Ave.

Back in the 1950s, the Nerang River was very shallow yet wide, with lots of sandbanks constantly
shifting around, making it difficult and dangerous to navigate by boat. Then throughout the 60s, 70s
& 80s, a group of men nicknamed the white shoe brigade dredged the river bed to create the Gold
Coast shape that we all know now. Part of this is Chevron island, now home to 1,500 residents &
over 100 local businesses all sitting upon reclaimed land.

Ephraim Island
Co-ordinates: -27.886663, 153.401676
Access: By car - Ephraim island bridge.

Ephraim Beitz was a fisherman from Labrador and is widely believed to be where the name came
from. Set in the broadwater, just off of Paradise Point, it’s been a bubbling opportunity for decades
with the first bridge connecting it to the mainland being built by the developers who took over it
back in the 1970s. The island really came to life just a short time ago in 2008 and was once home to
nothing but mangroves. The very Southern end of the island is still undeveloped salt mud-lands but
the remainder of the island has been developed into luxury residential apartments, villas & homes,
all with waterfront frontage and home to around 500 residents. To top the luxury feel off, the
marina attached to it has space for 115 vessels, a restaurant and a day spa.
Sovereign Island
Co-ordinates: -27.877900, 153.403568
Access: By car - The Sovereign Mile bridge.
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Located just North of Ephraim Island and part of the Paradise Point suburb, Sovereign Island has
over 700 allotments and is home to some of the most affluent people on the Gold Coast. Every single
home has deep waterfront access to the Broadwater and the tranquil waterways often attract wildlife
such as dolphins who enjoy swimming in the area. Our 4 hour luxury boat tour takes you past the
Eastern side where you can see mansions that look like something out of a Hollywood movie.
The area is made up of 6 individual islands, all interlinked by road. The development began in 1988
and used over 1 million cubic metres of sand dredged from the Broadwater

Hope Island
Co-ordinates: -27.867188, 153.361723
Access: By car - Multiple roads & bridges

Probably the most developed of all of the islands featured, Captain Louis Hope arrived in the area in
the mid 1800s and spent 20 years developing sugar plantations around Moreton Bay. Due to his
great influence in the region, he was granted 1800 acres of land, part of which is now known as Hope
Island. Although various families lived on it over the next 150 years, it wasn’t until the dawn of the
new millennium that development really started and turned it into the Hope Island we know today.
With a population nearing 9,000 Hope Island portrays the mantra of home as holiday featuring
tennis academies, a 250 berth marina, a world class golf course plus many other luxury amenities.
Wavebreak Island
Co-ordinates: -27.934928, 153.416267
Access: By boat -South West corner & Northern beach.
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Part of the Gold Coast Seaway project to stabilise the beaches and sand masses around the Southport
bar. Before this project, the entrance to the Nerang River was shifting North at a rate of up to 60m
per year, meaning any settlements were simply being washed away.
Around 200 years ago, the river mouth was as far down as where Jupiters Casino now sits in
Broadbeach and it was estimated that by 2050, the mouth would be opposite Runaway Bay!
In 1983, the Government drew up plans to stabilise this to stop the destructive nature of the ocean
from wiping out towns.
Unfortunately in 1984, the small town of Moondarewa which used to sit at the bottom of South
Stradbroke Island was washed away by the ocean.
The project aimed to create two rock walls to stop the sand from shifting and form the entrance into
the Broadwater but due to the cyclonic weather we have here on the Gold Coast, this would then lead
to the mainland taking the brunt of the ocean swells.
This is where Wavebreak Island came in, using the sand dredged in the construction of the Seaway,
Wavebreak Island forms a barrier between the ocean and mainland, protecting it from the powerful
tidal conditions that the ocean can unleash during stormy weather.
The other issue with the two rock walls is that the Southern rock wall (on The Spit) would end up
with lots of sand trapped by our South Eastern swells, whilst the Northern rock wall (on South
Stradbroke Island) would end up with none. This was then solved by pumping sand from the Spit,
under the seaway and onto the beaches of South Stradbroke Island.
Nowadays, this sand pumping system pumps around 500m3 through every hour. To put that in
perspective, imagine an 8m x 8m x 8m box of sand being pumped through every hour.
Wavebreak Island is now a hotspot for boaties on the Gold Coast, the Key at the South West corner is
a great anchorage thanks to it’s depth and shelter from the ocean swells. The Northern beaches offer
protection from any Southerly winds and on the North Eastern corner there is a hive of activity
going on for snorkelers and freedivers around the rock wall.
The island forms the major part of our popular 1 hour tour where we take customers from Surfers
Paradise along the Nerang River and drop them off for a visit. The experience of being on a remote
sand island yet still just a stone’s thrown from land is a strange one to say the least.
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Stradbroke Island (Straddie)
What you may know now as North & South Straddie used to in fact, be one island joined at what we
now call the Jumpinpin bar, simply named Stradbroke Island. But in 1894 The Cambus Wallace, a
1,500 tonne ship on a voyage from Scotland to Moreton Bay, got caught in an almighty storm and
became wrecked just 180m from the beach. Part of the ship’s cargo was dynamite which was
detonated at the shore and is said to have severed the sand dunes of Stradbroke Island leaving
behind a small channel. Coupled with a cyclone in 1896 and the strong tidal flow of the area, the
channel went from being 20 feet long to over a mile by 1898, just 2 years later. This is why we now
have the split between North & South Straddie.
The shipwreck is now inaccessible due to sand movement that has completely covered the ship, but
in the 1970s a diver managed to recover the bell whilst on a recreational dive.
The name of Stradbroke Island came around in 1827 when the first British warship to enter Moreton
Bay was commanded by Captain Henry John Rous. Cpt Henry however decided to name it after his
father, the Earl of Stradbroke who was still back in the UK.
North Stradbroke Island
Co-ordinates: -27.529372, 153.463253
Access: By ferry - Cleveland --> Dunwich. Boat ramps - Clayton’s road, Amity point. Yabby St, Dunwich. By
boat - Beach wherever safe!

North Stradbroke island is by far the bigger in terms of size & infrastructure, with sealed roads and a
population of just over 2,000 people. Even after the split with South Straddie, it is the second largest
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sand island in the world, with an area of 275km2 to it’s name. The three towns across the island,
working from West to North are Dunwich, Amity Point & Point Lookout.
There are numerous attractions on North Straddie, the majority being based around the 3 towns
including camping, 4WD beach driving & fishing. During the months of June through until October,
Point Lookout is one of the world’s best whale watching lookouts on land as you’re 35m above sea
level and the whales come past just 20-30m away.
Along with tourism, it’s other main trade is sand mining but due to ecological opposition and
cultural significance, sand mining on the island is due to cease in 2019.
Another interesting story is that of the Stradbroke Island Galleon. Although Captain Cook is widely
known to have discovered Australia in the 1700s, a corroded coin dated 1597 was found buried in the
18 mile swamp on the island. This reignited the rumours of a Spanish or Portuguese galleon buried
in the swamp. Aborigines would take European’s to the shipwreck due to their nature of hospitality
but the last remaining evidence of this was a man named Frank Boyce. Frank lived on the island in
the 1920’s and was taken to the shipwreck by Aborigines after he saved one of them from drowning.
The Aborigines are said to have been taking the gold from the shipwreck for years to pay for things
in their town and they wanted to share this with Frank as a thank you.

South Stradbroke Island
Co-ordinates: -27.833584, 153.421475
Access: By water taxi - Runaway Bay --> Tipplers/McLaren’s landing/Couran Cove. By boat - Jumpinpin, The
Bedroom, Mclaren’s landing, Tipplers cafe & camping ground, Couran Cove.
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South Straddie is a lot smaller than it’s big brother, measuring just 21km in length and is easily
visible from the mainland. In fact just 250m away at the Southern tip from The Spit. Various
watersports allow locals to get across to it, be it kitesurfing, kayaking or by boat.
The ocean side of the island is renowned for the great surfing conditions and the lack of access
makes sure that it is one of the surfing hotspots of the Gold Coast. Abbreviated to TOS (The Other
Side) - surfers often throw caution to the wind and paddle across the busy seaway to get to the
island. There is a water taxi service that takes surfers across but this has been controversial as
surfers want to keep this break much more of a ‘local’s’ spot - if you can’t or don’t want to paddle
across the dangerous, shark infested Seaway then you shouldn’t be allowed to surf the break is their
opinion.
The anchorages available give you access to perfectly calm waters, somewhere to anchor or beach the
boat before kicking back on the remote island to get away from the hustle and bustle of life. At the
very Northern tip, Jumpinpin provides a nice bar at low-mid tide to beach on and walk across to the
towering sand dunes to get a good 360 view of the island and the skyline of the Gold Coast looking
South. Perfect spot for pumping yabbies too!
A little further South but easier to get to at mid-high tide is ‘The Bedroom.’ Unfortunately not the
sleeping kind but a gorgeous little tucked away piece of heaven, again a tall sand dune allows you to
get up above the mangroves and reveals a great view of the Hinterland, the Broadwater, the island &
the skyline of the Gold Coast.
Drifting down South a bit more, a heritage listed hut, named Dux hut is a throwback to the Oyster
farming days of Moreton Bay. Moreton Bay was huge for the Oyster farming industry, peaking
towards the end of the 1800s but when the Jumpinpin channel finally formed after the shipwreck &
cyclones, the channel had a drastic effect upon the Oyster farming in the area. In 1928, Freidrich
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Carl August (Augie) Dux obtained the licence to the Oyster bank here and built the hut 2 years later
in 1930 for him and his sons to live in. It was later found, by studying early maps that this was the
same oyster bank that Henry Tippler worked in the late 1800s. Henry Tippler was a great influence
upon the Oyster farming boom in Southern Moreton Bay, leading to the naming of Tipplers passage
and Tippler’s island.
Next up on our journey South is McLaren’s landing & Tipplers licensed cafe. Both have stunning
tropical backdrops & themes, serving food & drink 7 days a week, they’re a perfect place to stop in.
Early in the morning you can get lucky and have breakfast with the local Kangaroos and Wallabies
that roam around, completely used to human contact. Public pontoons allow for easy access at either
of these destinations, albeit for a short time as they can get very busy. When we’re there in one of
our hire boats or on a boat tour, we simply beach it and jump straight out onto the beach. Tipplers
also has campgrounds for you to camp out overnight without having to rough it too much, easy
access to the cafe for a drink or two to help you get to sleep at night.
The final stop off on South Straddie is the Southern tip, where you’ll find two campgrounds - North
& South Currigee. Both have gorgeous beaches and various amenities to ensure you have a great
trip. These are the most popular camping locations for people that hire a Tinny from us for weekend
camping trips. Just 10 minutes away from Runaway Bay by boat and they have access to the surf &
Wavebreak Island.

Moreton Island
Co-ordinates: -27.087405, 153.415592
Access: By ferry - Port of Brisbane -> Tangalooma. By Boat - beach wherever safe!
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A wild version of North Straddie, Moreton island is similar in land size but has no sealed roads.
Instead, locals & visitors use sand tracks to move around the island by boat! When Captain Cook
landed on the island in 1770, he thought it was part of the mainland and named the headland Cape
Morton but it was Matthew Flinders who officially named the island, albeit incorrectly, Moreton
Island in 1799.
The first thing you will come across if travelling from the mainland is the Tangalooma wrecks which
form the island’s main anchorage. In 1963, recreational boaties called for a safe place to anchor so
the government elected to sink old harbours, dredges & barges. This also encouraged sealife to give
the island another tourist attraction, in the name of snorkelers. The current at this point can be
extremely strong as the tide changes, making it difficult but not impossible to anchor. The wrecks
are close enough to the beach that when the current is weaker, snorkelers can simply swim out to the
wrecks.
Up on the North East corner is what is known as ‘Champagne Pools’ which is a part of the island
where volcanic rock sits at the same height as the ocean, giving people a pool to watch the surf come
crashing over and bubbling down the rock into the pool.
Further round on the Western side is the Blue Lagoon. A gorgeous freshwater lake, it’s unusual in
that it's only water source is the rain. Most lakes will have small feeder rivers or streams but the Blue
Lagoon is completely surrounded by sand and saltwater.
Finally, on the South Eastern shore are World War 2 relics, mostly buried by sand but Fort Rous still
stands above for you to explore. During WW2, Moreton Island was a first line of defence for
Brisbane with various fortifications made around the island. Anti tank guns & weapons pits were
put at Honeymoon Bay, topped off by two large defence batteries being built at Cowan Cowan & the
one still visible on the Eastern side.
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Bribie Island
Co-ordinates: -26.984557, 153.137588
Access: By car - Bribie Bridge. By boat - Various boat ramps or beach.

Bribie is the only island out of the major Moreton Bay Islands that you can drive to in a car. A trip
across the Bribie bridge gives you great views of the Pumicestone Passage before you’re on the most
Northerly of the three major sand islands that make up Moreton Bay.
As with the other two sand islands, Bribie had an influential role to play in World War 2. Fort Bribie
was built right at the Northern tip of the island with 2 six inch guns and various support rooms &
structures, designed to protect the North West channel into Moreton Bay. Another part of the
fortifications was the installation of a minefield between Bribie & Moreton Island, controlled by a
series of mine control huts on Bribie, Moreton island as well as Caloundra just North of Bribie. 4WD
tracks are often used recreationally to visit these relics with 2 main tracks, one slightly easier inland
track and the ocean track which takes you past a number of freshwater lagoons.
Similar to North Stradbroke Island, the Southern end of the island has been developed upon and
now has a population of over 16,000 people over 5 suburbs. The remainder of the island is
undeveloped with the majority of it being designated as National Park.
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Russell Island
Co-ordinates: -27.673320, 153.384538
Access: By ferry - From Redland Bay. B
 y boat - Beach where safe.

Russell island sits between the mainland and North Straddie and was named back in the 1840s
before Europeans settled there in 1866 when John Campbell was granted a lease on the land on the
Northern end of the island. The majority of the first inhabitants were oyster farmers but in the early
1900s, a village was created and a school opened too.
Long term residents of the Gold Coast may know of its infamous past with the land scams of the
1970s, when plots of land were sold off and purchasers ended up with plots of land different to those
which they had been told. Some of these were even plots of land that are underwater at high tide.
Around 2,500 people live on the island and with a median age of 51, has a much older population
than the rest of Australia (37 years old). Basic shops & services are located across the island but it is
seen as much more of a residential island, unlike Moreton or Stradbroke island which are heavily
tourism based.

Macleay Island
Co-ordinates: -27.610370, 153.354168
Access: By ferry - From Redland Bay. B
 y boat - Beach where safe.
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Macleay island sits between North Straddie & the mainland, just North of Russell island and is
slightly smaller in size. Home to 3,500 people, the average age is 51 so similar to Russell Island, has
the older population and again, isn’t geared towards tourism as much as other surrounding islands.
At the Southern end of the island, the remnants of a sugar mill built in the late 1800s are now part of
the Queensland Heritage Register and serve as one of the first records of activity on the island.
Nowadays, it has a mix of sealed and unsealed roads connecting the villages to the major parts of the
island including the ferry terminal.
Coochiemudlo island
Co-ordinates: -27.570081, 153.331703
Access: By ferry - From Victoria Point. B
 y boat - Beach where safe.

Known locally as Coochie, this cute little island is just 1 km from the mainland at Victoria Point and
totals just 5 sq km in area. The name originates from the Aboriginal terms kutchi, which means red &
mudlo which means stone. This in turn refers to the red cliffs on the South West of the island which
also serve as a feature of the island, visible from the mainland.
Matthew Flinders set foot upon the island in the late 1700s as he was trying to find a large enough
passage to give access to the interior. Unfortunately he failed but his landing is reenacted every year
on the Sunday closest to the 19th of July and has a stone monument to mark his landing on the
Eastern side of the island.
Around 20 years later, Thomas Pamphlett & John Finnegan were shipwrecked on Moreton island but
were shown around the shores of the Moreton Bay islands by friendly Aborigines. In 1823, General
John Oxley rescued them as he was imitating Flinders’ quest to find a route in land and due to the
Aborigine’s favours to Pamphlett & Finnegan, they were able to show Oxley the mouth of what we
now call the Brisbane River.
In the late 1950s, Alfred Grant began developing the island into a residential plots, taking away its
previous timber farming history. Despite the small island feel, the population of less than 1,000
people still manage to enjoy a cricket pitch, a 9 hole golf course, tennis courts, a BMX track plus
much more.
Thanks to the island’s beaches on 3 sides, there is always a beach to find shelter from the wind
despite the direction of the wind.
Peel Island
Co-ordinates: -27.499390, 153.354364
Access: By boat - Beach where safe.
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Peel Island, located between North Straddie & mainland has no residents and minimal
infrastructure or buildings. Despite its small presence in the modern day, Peel Island was once used
as a quarantine station for anyone wanting to get to Brisbane in the 1800s. Whilst the ship was
being sanitised, visitors would be left on the island in quarantine stations which are still visible to
this day on the South West corner of the island.
In the early 1900s, the island was trialled as an Asylum for Brisbane but the conditions were found to
be too harsh. The next decades saw the island used as a leper colony (A quarantine for those
suffering with leprosy) until 1959 when breakthroughs in medical treatment for the disease reduced
the need for complete isolation.
On the South side of the island, Horseshoe bay is a favourite for boaties these days with crystal clear
waters and wildlife including turtles, dugongs & dolphins often playing in the bay.
St Helena Island
Co-ordinates: -27.390066, 153.235480
Access: By Ferry - From Manly By boat - Only allowed on the South West corner.
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Part of the Pumicestone passage & Moreton Bay, St Helena island is now designated as National
Park. It’s location just 4km East of the Brisbane river mouth meant it was a great location for a
prison in the 1800s and even into the early 1900s. Swarms of mosquitos, sharks in the river mouth &
strong weather/tides meant that escape was almost impossible and the prison in fact turned into one
of the most profitable prisons in the history of Queensland.
The end of 1932 saw the prison close and the island turned into a tourist destination which is still the
main draw today. There are numerous historic sites accessible to the public but access to the prison
ruins and some of the other sites are restricted to guided tours only. Access to the South West
corner is however permitted by private boat.

Fisherman Island
Co-ordinates: -27.374591, 153.176317
Access: By car- Port Drive.

Now home to the Port of Brisbane, the third largest port in Australia, Fisherman Island is located at
the mouth of the Brisbane river. It was in 1971 that plans began to build the port on Fisherman
Island with construction taking place between 1977 - 1980.
The areas around the port are constantly being dredged to ensure that the enormous container ships
can safely get to the port despite nature constantly pushing back creating sandbanks.
Lamb Island
Co-ordinates: -27.626049, 153.378092
Access: By ferry- From Redland Bay.
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Similar to Macleay island but much smaller, Lamb island is seen as a more laid back version of the
other residential islands in the area. The 400 residents have a host of activities going on for the
locals including dragon boat racing, kayaking, table tennis, darts & plenty of coffee shops.

The Southern Moreton Bay Islands
Co-ordinates: -27.755385, 153.399917
Access: By boat - Beach where safe

The remainder of the smaller mangrove covered islands form the Southern Moreton Bay Islands and
go as far South as Coomera. Various fishing spots are located around the islands depending on the
time of year, recent weather etc. It is known as a bit of a hotspot coming in through the Jumpinpin
bar and fishing the islands around there with the overwhelming favourite catch being the flathead in
the 70-80cm range. The fishing in the area is good enough that people often lived on the islands in
fisherman shacks, some of which are still visible on the islands today. One determined resident of
Crusoe island was finally permanently evicted just before 2010 after years of being evicted and
simply jumping in his boat to go back a few days later.
Tabby Tabby island is the least desolate of the group and is the only privately owned freehold land in
the bay. This lead to the sale of the island for $4m in 2008 to Asian investors and included the
buildings and private jetty on the North Western side of the island.
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If this short guide has got you in the mood for a bit of island hopping, head on to our website
http://www.coastalventures.com.au
and take a look at the boats that we have available to hire or the tours that we can take you on.
We only deal in performance hire boats that you can take anywhere inshore and rates start at just
$195.  Due to their nature, they do require the hirer to have a boat licence, interstate is fine and even
a lot of overseas licences are recognised by the state here but give us a call to confirm your licence.
If you don't have a licence or simply don't want to drive, we also provide a range of tours so be sure
to check them out too.  Tour prices start at just $29 per person and go right up to $795 for a private
tour if you really want to splash out!

Trusting that you enjoyed this little guide, like us on Facebook to stay up to date with news and lots
of other interesting information about Brisbane & the Gold Coast.
http://facebook.com/coastalventures
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